Classical FlexTrios
For Woodwinds
arranged by Andrew Balent

CONTENTS
1. Trumpet Voluntary - Jeremiah Clark
2. Turkish March - Ludwig van Beethoven
3. Greensleeves - traditional
4. March Of The Priests (from The Magic Flute) - Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
5. Hungarian Dance No. 5 - Johannes Brahms

FORWARD
These trios are written to be played by any three woodwinds - parts are provided by key of instrument:

C Instruments - Flute and Oboe
Bb Instruments - Bb Clarinet, Bb Bass Clarinet, Bb Soprano Sax and Bb Tenor Sax
Eb Instruments - Eb Clarinet, Eb Alto Clarinet, Eb Alto Sax and Eb Baritone Sax
Bass Clef Instruments - Bassoon

It is suggested that if mixed instruments are used, part 1, 2, 3 be assigned according to the highest pitched instrument on part 1 down to the lowest pitched instrument on part 3 (example: part 1 - flute; part 2 - clarinet; part 3 - bassoon). Be sure that all three parts are assigned.

ABOUT THE ARRANGER
Andrew Balent is a leading composer and arranger of educational music with over 600 published compositions and arrangements for band, orchestra, chorus, and instrumental ensembles. Specializing in music for young musicians, Mr. Balent taught in the elementary through high school levels for 30 years in Michigan and received both his Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees from the University of Michigan.
1. Trumpet Voluntary

by Jeremiah Clark

arranged by Andrew Balent

1st Part - C Instruments
(Flute, Oboe)

2nd Part - C Instruments
(Flute, Oboe)

3rd Part - C Instruments
(Flute, Oboe)

Majestically $q = 116$

Grade 3
duration 1:40
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